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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

A hearing was held in the above styled claim on January 4, 2011, in Fort Smith,

Arkansas.  The deposition of the claimant was taken on October 20, 2010, and has been

admitted as Joint Exhibit No. 1.

A  pre-hearing order was entered in this case on September 1, 2010.  This pre-

hearing order set out the stipulations offered by the parties and outlined the issues to be

litigated and resolved at the present time.  Immediately prior to the hearing, the claimant

announced that he was withdrawing his request for temporary total disability benefits, at

the present time.  A copy of the pre-hearing order with this amendment made thereon was

made Commission’s Exhibit No. 1 to the hearing.

The following stipulations have been offered by the parties and are hereby accepted:

1. On January 5, 2009,  the relationship of employee-employer-carrier existed

between the parties.

2. The appropriate weekly compensation benefits are $293.00 for total disability

and $220.00 for permanent partial disability.

3. Although the respondents initially provided some medical services, this case

is now controverted in its entirety.
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By agreement of the parties, the issues to be litigated and resolved at the present

time were limited to the following:

1. Whether the claimant sustained compensable injuries to his neck and right

shoulder on January 5, 2009.

2. The claimant’s entitlement to medical services.

3. Attorney’s fees.

In regard to these issues, the claimant contends:
  
“The claimant, Russel Jones, is entitled to temporary total
disability, reasonable and necessary medical expenses and
treatment, and attorney’s fee in connection with his
compensable injury of January 5, 2009.
 

In regard to these issues, the respondents contend:

“Respondent contends the claimant did not sustain a
compensable injury as that term is defined by Act 796.”

 DISCUSSION

The central issue in this case is whether the claimant sustained compensable injuries

to his neck and right shoulder, as the result of a specific employment-related incident on

January 5, 2009. The burden rests upon the claimant to prove all of the elements necessary

for these alleged injuries to be compensable, as that term is defined by the Act.  

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D) requires the claimant to “establish by medical

evidence” the actual existence of the physical injuries or conditions that are alleged to be

compensable. Further, this subsection requires the claimant to show that the actual

existence of these physical injuries or conditions are supported by “objective findings”, as

that term is defined by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(16)(A)(i).  

The only medical evidence that noted the existence of any injury or condition

affecting the claimant’s neck or cervical spine, is the January 21, 2009 physical therapy

evaluation, and a February 6,  2009 radiology report. The physical therapy evaluation  merely

noted subjective complaints of “back of neck pain” and mild limitation of extension and
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right rotation on range of motion testing of the claimant’s cervical spine.  The radiology

report of February 6, 2009, simply notes a history of “cervical spine strain”.  The

interpretation of the cervical MRI study set out in this report was “negative”.  None of the

claimant’s various treating physicians (Dr. Charles Jackson, Dr. Terry Clark, and Dr. Jason

Pleimann), have diagnosed any physical injury or condition that involved the claimant’s neck

or cervical spine.  In fact, none of these physicians even note that the claimant voiced any

complaints in this area.

After consideration of the medical evidence presented, it is my opinion that the

claimant has failed to establish by medical evidence, which is supported by objective

findings, the actual existence of any physical injury or condition that would involve his neck

or cervical spine. Thus, the claimant had failed to satisfy the requirements of Ark. Code Ann.

§11-9-102(4)(D), in regard to any physical injury or conditions involving his neck or cervical

spine. This would prevent a finding of a compensable injury to this portion of the claimant’s

body.

The medical reports and records of Dr. Terry Clark also reveal that the claimant was

complaining of difficulties with his thoracic spine or, as Dr. Clark described, his “mid back”.

Dr. Clark did diagnose these difficulties as being attributable to a thoracic strain. Although

the pre-hearing order does not indicate that compensability of a thoracic injury has been

raised, I feel somewhat compelled to discuss the potential compensability of these

complaints.  Clearly, Dr. Clark has diagnosed the actual existence of a physical injury or

condition involving the claimant’s thoracic spine or mid back (i.e. a thoracic strain).

However, it appears from the evidence presented that the diagnosis of the existence of this

physical injury or condition is based solely on the claimant’s subjective complaints.  In his

various reports and records, Dr. Clark fails to note any “objective findings” to support this

diagnosis, (i.e. such as muscle spasms, rigidity, swelling, etc.).  There is also no evidence of

any abnormalities shown to this area on any of the objective tests performed.
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Therefore, the claimant has also failed to establish by medical evidence, which is

supported by “objective findings”, the actual existence of any physical injury or condition

that would involve his thoracic spine or mid back.  The claimant’s failure to meet this

necessary requirement of Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D) would preclude a finding of any

“compensable injury” to this portion of his body.

In regard to the claimant’s right shoulder, the medical reports and records of Dr.

Clark show that he initially diagnosed the claimant as experiencing right shoulder strain. On

February 6, 2009, an MRI was performed on the claimant’s right shoulder, at the request of

Dr. Clark. This study was interpreted by Dr. Adam Gold, the radiologist, as showing

abnormalities, which were  indicative of a tendinopathy and possible partial tear of the

bursal surface of the supraspinatus tendon with minimal bursitis. Following this MRI, Dr.

Clark continued to diagnose the claimant’s right shoulder difficulties being in the form of

a right shoulder strain with a minute tear of the right supraspinatus tendon.  On March 26,

2009, the claimant came under the treatment of Dr. Jason Pleimann, an orthopaedic

surgeon. At that time, Dr. Pleimann diagnosed the claimant’s difficulties as a right rotator

cuff strain, but did note the “possibility” of an under surface supraspinatus tendon tear.

It is my opinion that the medical evidence presented is sufficient to “establish” the

actual existence of a physical injury or condition of  the claimant’s right shoulder, in the

form of a shoulder strain, minimal bursitis, and a possible minute under surface partial tear

of the supraspinatus tendon. I further find that the actual existence of these diagnosed

physical  injuries or conditions is supported by “objective findings”, which are in the form

of decreased passive range of motion of the right shoulder joint that was noted in the

January 21, 2009 physical therapy evaluation report, and the abnormalities observed on the

February 6, 2009 MRI study.  Thus, the claimant has satisfied the statutory requirements of

Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(D) for a “compensable injury” to this portion of his body.
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The claimant must next prove by the greater weight of the credible evidence that his

medically established and objectively documented right shoulder injury or condition satisfies

the definitional requirements for a “compensable injury” that are contained in Ark. Code

Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i).  These definitional requirements are:

(1) The injury or condition must arise out of and occur in

the course of the employment;

(2) The injury or condition must be caused by a specific

incident;

(3) The injury or condition must be identifiable by time and

place of occurrence;

(4) The injury or condition must result in internal or external

physical harm to the body;

(5) The injury or condition must require medical services or

result in disability.

In order to satisfy the first three of these definitional requirements, the claimant must

prove by the greater weight of the credible evidence that his medically established right

shoulder injury or condition was causally related to a specific employment incident or

“accident”. However, the claimant need not prove  this causal relationship to an absolute

certainty. He need only prove that  this causal relationship is likely or probable. Further, the

claimant need not prove that the specific employment  incident or “accident” was the sole

or even the “major” cause of the medically established injury or condition to his right

shoulder.  He need only show that it is likely or probable the employment incident played

some causal or contributing role in producing the diagnosed physical injuries or condition.

  The only direct evidence that the claimant has presented to prove this necessary

causal relationship is his own testimony. Although the testimony of a party is never

considered uncontradicted, it cannot be simply disregarded. If such testimony is credible,
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it may be sufficient, in and of itself, to prove any fact that it is legally competent to address.

Clearly, the claimant’s testimony would be legally competent to prove the occurrence of the

specific employment-related incident or accident and to prove the likely or probably

existence of a causal relationship between this specific employment-related incident or

accident and the diagnosed physical injury or condition involving his right shoulder.

In his testimony at his deposition and at the hearing, the claimant described a specific

employment-related incident as occurring shortly after his shift began and  while he was

performing his assigned employment duties of  screwing down the “ridge cap” on the sheet

metal roof of a hanger at the Air National Guard facility in Fort Smith, Arkansas.  He testified

that he slipped on a thin layer of ice on the metal roof and fell. In his deposition, the

claimant stated that he landed on his head and shoulder and later in the deposition, that

he landed on the back of his right shoulder and the back of his neck.  At the hearing, the

claimant stated that he landed on his right shoulder and neck.  In his deposition, he

described the immediate onset of significant pain in his right shoulder “underneath the

bone”.  At  the hearing, the claimant described the immediate sensation of pain following

the fall, but did not specifically identify the location.  In both his deposition and at the

hearing, the claimant testified that he laid on the roof for “a little bit” or “ a minute” before

getting up. At the time of his fall, the claimant testified that he was the only person on top

of the roof and that he was not visible from the ground.

In both his deposition and at the hearing, the claimant testified that, as he was

getting up from the roof, another employee (Tony Julian) arrived on the roof.  He testified

that he advised Mr. Julian of his fall and resulting difficulties, that they both descended from

the roof, and that they immediately informed their supervisor, Scott             , about the

incident. The claimant testified that his supervisor informed him to either get back to work

or get off the job site, at which time he returned to work and completed the remainder of

his shift.
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In his testimony, at the hearing, the claimant testified that he had difficulty working

the remainder of the day.  In his deposition, he testified that, as he continued to work the

remainder of his shift, his pain in his right shoulder increased, his shoulder get “tighter” and

his neck got a little stiff.  He testified that his neck complaints did not become significant

until the next morning, when he got up.  In his deposition, he stated that he only used his

left hand, during the remainder of his shift, and that he could say what he did the rest of the

day, but it was “not much”.  

In his deposition, the claimant testified that the next morning he called Jason Anhalt,

the respondent’s safety director, and advised him about the accident and his injuries. He

stated that he also informed Mr. Anhalt that he was going to the doctor and would not be

in for work.  It was his testimony that Mr. Anhalt advised him to  simply let him know “how

things go”.  At the hearing, the claimant did not testify that he called into the respondent,

but only  that he went the following day to see his own physician, Dr. Charles Jackson, at the

Bailey Clinic in Greenwood, Arkansas.  At the hearing, the claimant stated that he first spoke

to Mr. Anhalt the day after he went to the doctor  and on that day,  Mr. Anhalt called him.

At the hearing, the claimant testified that when he spoke to Mr. Anhalt, two days after the

accident, Mr. Anhalt sent him to the company doctor, Dr. Clark.  It was his testimony that

he saw Dr.  Clark several days after he was sent by Mr. Anhalt.

The claimant’s testimony is somewhat corroborated and somewhat contradicted by

the testimony of Tony Julian. This testimony by Mr. Juilian is also internally consistent.  Mr.

Julian testified that he did not see the claimant fall, but did see him getting up off the roof.

Mr. Julian testified that he was not only a co-worker, but also a personal friend of the

claimant.   In his initial testimony, Mr. Julian stated that he observed the claimant getting

up from the roof of the hanger, but only indicated that the claimant told  him that he had

fallen because the roof was a little slick.  He did not mention the claimant making any

particular complaints, at that time.  He stated that he informed the claimant that they
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needed to get off the roof and tell their supervisor that the roof was a  little slick, which they

did.  Mr. Julian stated that their supervisor, Scott               told them to either get back up

on the roof or “catch the gate”.  Mr. Julian testified that the claimant completed his shift on

that day and, to the best of his recollection, also worked, at least until noon, of the following

day. On subsequent examination, Mr. Julian testified that right after the claimant got up

from the roof, he complained of his upper back and shoulder.  Mr. Julian later testified that

he did not know whether the claimant complained with his  lower back, upper back, or

where his complaints were.  Mr. Julian further testified that the claimant, at some point,

made the statement that he would pay Mr. Julian and possibly other co-employees

$1,000.00, if they would testify on his behalf at any subsequent hearing. He described this

conversation as taking place at work, the day after the alleged injury.  This latter portion of

Mr. Julian’s testimony is apparently somewhat inconsistent with the previous recorded

statement he gave to the respondent.  In his statement, Mr. Julian indicated that this

conversation occurred sometime later at his house and that the money offered by the

claimant was for help in regard to complaints of difficulties with the claimant’s back.

The claimant’s testimony is also contradicted by that of Jason Anhalt, the

respondent’s safety director.  Mr. Anhalt testified that he was first notified that the claimant

had experienced an employment-related fall, by the claimant’s supervisor, Scott            .  Mr.

Anhalt stated that he was not sure whether this Scott            had advised him of the fall on

the date that it had occurred or within a few days after the fall.  Mr. Anhalt stated that the

claimant subsequently contacted him “somewhere around January 24th” and reported that

he had sustained an injury to his lower back in the employment-related fall.  At that time,

he made arrangements for the claimant to be seen at the Occupational Medicine Center,

which the respondent uses as its company doctor. He testified that the appointment would

have probably  been made for the claimant to see a company physician, either the day the

injury was reported or within a few days thereafter.  Later, Mr. Anhalt testified that on the
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day after the claimant reported the injury to him, he filled out the appropriate paperwork,

had the claimant sign it, and forwarded the document to his insurance carrier.  In his

testimony, he acknowledged that part of this paperwork was  a workers’ compensation form

N and that this form was actually dated January 16, 2009.  He stated that on this form, the

claimant had identified the body part injured as the “back”.  He testified that he was not

informed that the claimant was experiencing any difficulties or claiming any injury with any

other part of his body, until after the claimant had been seen by the company physician at

the Occupational Medical Clinic.

The claimant’s testimony is further contradicted by the January 14, 2009 medical

report of Dr. Charles Jackson and an accompanying radiology report by Dr. Richard Nelson.

These are the only reports and records that have been introduced from Dr. Nelson, the

claimant’s personal physician and (according to the claimant) the first physician to examine

and treat the claimant for the injuries sustained in his employment-related fall.  In his report

of January 14, 2009, Dr. Jackson recorded only complaints of low back and leg pain.  He

made no mention of any symptoms or difficulties with any other portions of the claimant’s

body, particularly his right shoulder. He recorded a history that these symptoms began five

days prior to the January 14, 2009 visit or on January 9, 2009.  Dr. Jackson also recorded a

history of a fall from a roof as precipitating or producing these complaints.  He further

noted that the claimant had a history of prior chronic back pain.  On his physical

examination, Dr. Jackson reported observing muscle spasms in the lumbar area of the

claimant’s spine.  However,   Dr. Jackson recorded no complaints involving the claimant’s

neck or right shoulder and reported no abnormalities in these areas on his physical

examination.  The claimant was instructed to return in one month. 

On January 14, 2009, lumbar x-rays were also performed at the request of Dr.

Jackson.  These x-rays were interpreted by Dr. Richard Nelson as negative for any signs of
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physical injury or damage.  In this radiology report, Dr. Nelson also noted a history of a fall

from a roof five days prior. 

The first mention of any difficulties with the claimant’s right shoulder and thoracic

spine or mid back do not appear until Dr.  Terry Clark’s evaluation on January 19, 2009.  Dr.

Clark recorded a history of the claimant slipping and falling on some ice, while working on

a roof, and landing on his right shoulder and “mid back”.   Dr. Clark also noted that  the

claimant’s reported complaints consisted of  pain in the right shoulder and thoracic back.

Dr. Clark also recorded that the claimant had been treated by his “family physician” for these

difficulties with Soma and pain medication.  He further reported that the claimant denied

radicular symptoms or any pain or injuries “elsewhere” and observed that the claimant had

been continuing work at “light duty”.  Dr. Clark did not record any reported complaints that

involved the claimant’s neck and, in fact, expressly observed that it was supple and non-

tender on his physical examination.  Curiously, Dr. Clark also failed to note any  complaints

involving the claimant’s lower back or lumbar spine and observed no lumbar back

tenderness or any other abnormalities on his physical examination.  Dr. Clark did, however,

indicate that the claimant reported headaches and paresthesia down the back of his legs

and in both arms.     

After consideration of all the evidence presented, I simply do not find the claimant’s

testimony that a slip and fall on an icy roof, while performing his assigned employment

duties for the respondent on January 5, 2009, or some other date, was the cause of his

subsequently diagnosed right shoulder difficulties, neck difficulties, or any difficulties with

any other portions of his body, to be credible.  It is apparent from the evidence presented

that, even in January of 2009, the claimant was clearly uncertain as to when this fall actually

occurred.  When he saw his family physician, on January 14,  2009, the claimant reported

that this fall occurred five days prior to the visit or January 9, 2009.  When the claimant saw

Dr. Clark, on January 19, 2009, he reported that the fall occurred on January 5, 2009.  When
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he testified at the hearing, he indicated that this fall occurred the day before he consulted

Dr. Jackson, which would have been January 13, 2009.  It further appears from the evidence

presented that the claimant was also uncertain as to when his right shoulder difficulties, as

well as some of his other difficulties, actually began. On January 14, 2009,  he reported only

low back and leg pain to Dr. Jackson.  When he reported his difficulties to Mr. Anhalt and

signed the form AR-N, on January 16, 2009, he again reported only low back pain.  There

is no evidence that the claimant reported any difficulties with his right shoulder, until he saw

Dr. Clark on January 19, 2009.  At that time  he also reported mid back pain, but no low back

pain or neck pain.  The first recorded complaints of neck pain did not appear until the

physical therapy report of January 21, 2009, and at that time there was again no complaints

of low back pain.  If, as the claimant testified, he experienced a sudden and immediate onset

of significant shoulder pain contemporaneous with his fall, that was sufficient to prevent him

from using his right arm at work and cause him to seek medical treatment from Dr. Jackson

the following day, one would reasonably expect the claimant to be more certain about the

date of the incident.   It is also difficult to accept that the claimant would have failed to

mention his shoulder complaints to Dr. Jackson on January 14, 2009 or  to Mr. Anhalt on

January 16, 2009.  It is also difficult to accept that both of these individuals would have

failed to note such complaints had they been mentioned.

In summary, I find that the claimant has failed to prove by the greater weight of the

credible evidence the likely or probable existence of a causal relationship between any

specific employment-related incident on January 5, 2009, or any date during his

employment with the respondent, and his subsequently diagnosed injury or condition with

his right shoulder.  Therefore, the claimant has also failed to prove that this injury or

condition arose out of and occurred in the course of his employment with the respondent,

was caused by a specific incident, and is identifiable by time and place of occurrence.  The

claimant’s failure to prove these definitional elements of a “compensable injury”, required
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by Ark. Code Ann. §11-9-102(4)(A)(i), prevents a finding that the claimant’s right shoulder

injury or condition constitutes a “compensable injury”, as that term is defined by the Act.

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

1. The Arkansas Workers' Compensation Commission has

jurisdiction of this claim.

2. On January 5, 2009, the relationship of employee-employer-

carrier existed between the parties.

3.  On January 5, 2009, the claimant earned wages sufficient to

entitle him to weekly compensation benefits of $293.00 for

total disability and $220.00 for permanent partial disability,

should such benefits have been appropriate..  

4. The claimant has failed to prove by the greater weight of the

credible evidence that he sustained “compensable” injuries to

his neck and right shoulder on January 5, 2009, or any other

date during his employment with the respondent. Specifically,

the claimant has failed to prove by medical evidence, which is

supported by objective findings, the actual existence of any

physical injury or condition, which involves his neck or cervical

spine.  The claimant has also failed to prove, by the greater

weight of the credible evidence, the likely or probable existence

of a causal relationship between any medically established and

objectively supported physical injury or condition with his right

shoulder and specific employment-related incident on January

5, 2009, or any other date during his employment with the

respondent.
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5. The respondents have denied the occurrence of any

compensable injuries to the claimant’s neck or right shoulder

and have controverted this claim in its entirety.

ORDER

Based upon my foregoing findings and conclusions, I have no alternative but to deny

and dismiss this claim in its entirety, 

IT IS SO ORDERED.   

                                                                                      
                                       MICHAEL L. ELLIG
                                   ADMINISTRATIVE LAW JUDGE
                                         


